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a las 10h
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de la Facultad de Ciencias Políticas
A digital humanities center is an entity where new media and technologies are used for humanities-based research, teaching, and intellectual engagement and experimentation. The goals of the center are to further humanities scholarship, create new forms of knowledge, and explore technology's impact on humanities based disciplines”.

Who is part of LINHD?

Humanities Faculties (led by Philology)

School of Computer Science
Our structure

Research & Innovation

Dissemination & Information

Training

Consultancy & technological services
RESEARCH & INNOVATION
Bienvendio a UNEDATA

UNEDATA is a tool for discovering research focused on facilitating collaboration between scientists of all disciplines. 

Explore or search for information about people, departments, courses, fellowships, and publications.

- Linked Open Research Data at UNED
- Projects, research groups, publications, collaborations, impact...
- Free software and Open reusable data for research purposes
- First LINHD Institutional Project
- Financed by UNED

http://unedata.uned.es/
POSTDATA: POetry STandardization and Linked Open DATA

21/06/2016 / en News, Noticias Español / por Rosa Sebastia

HORIZON 2020
POSTDATA Kickoff Meeting

www.postdata.linhd.es
Repertorio Métrico Digital de la Poesía Cancioneril del Siglo XV de Ana María Gómez Bravo

Este Repertorio Métrico Digital de la Poesía Cancioneril del Siglo XV no es más que la reformulación, a través del formato de una base de datos online, del magnífico Repertorio métrico de la poesía cancioneril del siglo XV, Alcalá de Henares, Universidad de Alcalá de Henares, 1999, de Ana María Gómez Bravo (+ Repertorio ...).

Cuando empezamos a pensar los contenidos del proyecto ReMetCa, allá por el año 2011, la obra de Ana María Gómez Bravo aparecía ante nuestros ojos como fundamental para abordar y sistematizar los patrones métrico-rimáticos de la poesía castellana de cancionero. La solidez del Repertorio... que recogía, revisaba y corregía la información métrica correspondiente al corpus cancioneril publicado por Brian Dutton en El cancionero del siglo XV y el Catálogo-Índice de la Poesía Cancioneril del Siglo XV, revisado y ampliado en el volumen VII del Cancionero... (Madison: Hispanic Seminar of Medieval Studies, 1982),
Our poetry projects: ReMetCa

- Digital Repertoire of Spanish Medieval Poetry
- Combination of MySQL and TEI-XML tagging
- Basis for semantic prototype of POSTDATA
- Financed by UNED and Spanish Ministry

http://www.remetca.uned.es/
Our poetry projects: Medieval Dialog

- Digital Edition of “Cancionero de Baena”
- Financed by a Cendari Scholarship
- In collaboration with Göttingen SAB, DH Center and Conicet (Argentina)

Our poetry projects: The digital song book of Gómez Manrique

- Image-text alignment
- TEI-XML markup
- Digital edition + poetry
- Made by an Erasmus training student in collaboration with the Royal Palace Spanish Library

http://www.realbiblioteca.es/gomez_manrique/cancionero.html
Our poetry projects: Clerecía

- Digital Gateway to the digitized sources of Medieval Narrative poetry in Europe
- More than 200 texts and references on French, Italian, Spanish and Latin poems

www.clerecia.linhd.es
Virtual Research Environment (EVILINHD)

The first VRE for Spanish-speakers http://www.evilinhd.com/

Just a matter of translation: Entorno Virtual de Investigación de LINHD (EVI-LINHD)
Collaborative workspace

- Store and share XML files
- Add metadata and register your projects
- Edit in TEI-XML

Publication platform

- Digital libraries
- Digital Editions
- WP based websites

- TEI Processing Model

For not to be, that is the question: whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, or to take arms against a sea of troubles and by opposing end them. To be, or not to be: that is the question.
Geolocalization of Atlantic historical ports
Documents and images from different sources
PI from the Geography and History Faculty at UNED
Financed by the Institut Français in collaboration with Casa de Velázquez

www.e-port.linhd.es
The Spanish Literature in Europe 1850-1914

Catalog of translations of Spanish 19th century novels

PI of the Spanish Literature Department at UNED

Financed by the Spanish Ministry

http://lee.linhd.es/
Biographies of Basque People

Catalog of Basque Country historical famous people

PI of University of País Vasco (EHU)

Financed by the Spanish Ministry

http://basques.linhd.es/
Migration of an old database of Textbooks

More than 50,000 entries

Interoperability with open standards using KOHA library open software

PI of the Faculty of Education, UNED

Financed by the German Ministry and Georg Eckert Institute (Braunschweig, Germany)
BIESES: Bibliography of Spanish Women Writers

http://www.bieses.net/

- Development of TEIScribe Tagging tool
- Development of a Paratexts TEI-based tagging schema
- PI of the Spanish Literature Department at UNED
- Financed by the Spanish Ministry
Training
Long term courses – open enrolment!
Workshops and Seminars

Workshop: Digital Scholarly Edition

Introduction to databases development

Creation of Digital Library Sapienza

XML-TEI for the spanish medieval poetry
Next event: Pelagios Project: Madrid 14-16 Dec16
Information & Dissemination
¡Bienvenido al DAY OF DH 2015!

Un día en la vida de las Humanidades Digitales (Day of DH) es una comunidad abierta para la publicación de proyectos que reúne a investigadores interesados en humanidades digitales de todo mundo para documentar qué es lo que están haciendo en un solo día...
First Clarin Knowledge Center

Congratulations to our first CLARIN Knowledge Centre!

We are happy to announce that the following institutions have been jointly officially recognized as the Spanish CLARIN K Centre:

- CLARIN Competence Centre IULA-UPF and HCLabUPF, Department of Humanities at Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona
- UNED - LINHD: Laboratorio de innovación en Humanidades Digitales (Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia, Madrid)
- UPV - Grupo IBA (University of the Basque Country, San Sebastián)

These institutions cover much of the possible competence on text and language processing technology on the major Spanish languages: Spanish (Castellano), Catalan and Basque.

Together these institutions cover much of the possible competence on text and language processing technology. These institutions have in common that they aim to foster the use of technology in the research in Humanities and Social Sciences. All have already devised an organization and afforded the means to offer support and assistance services to scholars, but each focusing in different areas, what makes their profiles complementary in the type of technology they focus on, and in the support for different languages they can offer support services:

IKA and IULA-UPF-CCC are specialized in Text Analytics and Language Technologies and Resources; UPF-DH and LINHD are concerned with benefits of Text enrichment, Semantics Web, databases and visualization technologies.

All groups are offering services to researchers working with Spanish texts and, additionally, IKA can afford experience in handling Basque texts and IULA-UPF-CCC Catalan texts.

Services provided by the Spanish K-Center:

- Virtual consultancy by offering e-mail contact and a 24-h reply compromise about directions and references on current practices, standards, tools and resources.
- Support for self-learning with specialized resources: linked catalogues collecting existing knowledge, video tutorials, MOOCs, etc., with information about tools to support the actual usage of technologies.
- Organization of teaching and training programs for researchers, students, projects or interest groups.

A dedicated website for the K-Centre will be set up soon; for the time being one can use the website of the coordinating institution, CLARIN Competence Centre IULA-UPF.
National contact point on the way to DARIAH-ES
Collaboration in the Spanish-speaking world

LiNHD-ARM
LABORATORIO DE INNOVACIÓN EN HUMANIDADES DIGITALES

HDH
Humanidades Digitales Hispánicas

Mhedi
Humanidades Digitales

RHD
Revista de Humanidades Digitales

ASOCIACIÓN ARGENTINA DE HUMANIDADES DIGITALES

Red HD
RED DE HUMANIDADES DIGITALES

LiNHD
LABORATORIO DE INNOVACIÓN EN HUMANIDADES DIGITALES
Technological Services
How does LiNHD help you?
Our customers & Collaborators
egonzalezblanco@flog.uned.es
& LINHD Team

http://linhd.uned.es
www.evilinhd.com
@linhduned